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make. wLii, gx when you step out into the sbereet look this way for

the cars to come, and they come from the opposite direction in back of you.

It is very easy to get run over. k And of course you have to get used to reading

the Hebrew in ec the opposite direction from what we are used to, used to tensest

that have a x different significance . Tie re are a number of fairly simple things

but to get used to them is a long task , so the language is more different from the

English, there is a tremendous lot you can bec get fran the comparatively little

knowledge...and aax getting ideas and understanding... x a matter of making

a good translation is a very, very difficult thing, . . . now, making under-&ta4rd

uirlerstandlrg is a harder thing than understanding the Hebrew ... But the Hebrew

has many points where, just with a little knowledge of Hebrew you should abe-a-

able to get a very great... that is not very difficult to put ... Number two, variety

of background. In New Testament was written by men who lived e4-a--time within

a period of about 50 years. Nearly all of them were brought up in Palestine.

They were accustomed to a civilization which wa s very similar. They k had

the same government. They had the same getieral stuto- situation. There is

a similarity in the background in all the books of the New Testament that is

not present in the Old. The Old Testament was written x over a period of k hundreds

of years., written in different cultures, and backgrounds and different situtcatlons,

and consequently the great variety of backgrounds of writers in the Old Testament
smaller

introduces an added difficulty. Number three. I4xx The /ere vocabulary. The

Hebrew vocabulary is much m smaller thin than the Greek- &bt&- vocabulary.

Now this makes interpretation harder t-h-rather than ... the termonology is more

general, consequently you have tocompare scripture with scriji ure. It is more difficult

to get the precise meaning. Just for that very reason, which is a comparison
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